
 
HUNT OF HOUNDS’ NEW JEWELLERY COLLECTION 

IS THE HOPEFUL TONIC 2021 NEEDS  
 

 
● Hunt Of Hounds releases Before Dawn, a new collection inspired by hope and 

perseverance. 
● The brand’s signature detailing and meaningful backstory translate motifs of light and 

dark into timeless, inspiring pieces. 
● Proceeds from the Before Dawn Necklace will go towards supporting literacy and 

education in Bali, Indonesia. 
 
Independent jewellery band, Hunt Of Hounds announces the release of their new collection             
entitled Before Dawn. Through symbols of light and dark the range’s rings, necklaces, and              
earrings encourage the wearer to explore the hopes, inspirations, wishes, and wisdoms that             
keep us moving forward, even in our lowest moments. The sterling silver and vermeil pieces are                
lovingly adorned with precious gems and intricate details that delight with each wear. 
 
Despite the current turmoil and unpredictability, Hunt Of Hounds owner and designer, Sabrina             
Johnson, kept her eyes focused on the light at the end of the tunnel. “I kept coming back to the                    
classical proverb, ‘the darkest hour is just before dawn,’ ” she says. “It inspired me to create a                  
collection that reminds us to remain hopeful in the face of everything the past year has thrown at                  
us. I decided to use symbols like the sun and the moon because they represent our shared                 
human experience - no matter who or where we are, I think we’ve all looked up at the sky and                    
made a wish.” 
 
It is in that spirit of aspiration and togetherness that Hunt Of Hounds is donating proceeds from                 
sales of their Before Dawn Necklace to help support education of women in Bali, Indonesia               
through the not-for-profit, BaliWise. As a female-forward company, partnership with          
organizations that contribute to empowering women is at the core of the brand’s commitment to               
sustainability and equality. 
 
Inspired by history, romance, adventure, and magic, Hunt Of Hounds mixes heritage style and              
modern trends to make timeless, meaningful pieces. Drawing from Indonesia’s history of            
handicraft and metal work, the brand is known for detailed designs with a rich back-story.               
Founded in 2010, Hunt of Hounds is a family-owned company that is dedicated to fair trade,                
ethically sourced materials, and eco-awareness. Each piece is slow-made in the Hunt Of             
Hounds workshop in Bali, Indonesia. 
 

Hunt Of Hounds - Handmade Jewellery That Tells A Story 
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For release 
February 2021 

Contact: Cole Johnson (info@huntofhounds.com) 
Wholesale: Licia Tobias (licia@lvtagency.com) 
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